FIFE CITY COUNCIL
STUDY SESSION
MINUTES
Fife

City

Hall

Date:

April 21 2009
Time: 7:
00 p_
m_

Council Chambers

EXECUTIVE SESSION

Mayor

ADJOURNMENT

Mayor Pro

CALL TO ORDER AND
ROLL CALL

Mayor

Pro Tem Brooks convened an executive session at 6:
00 p.
m_for
the purpose of Real Estate RCW 140
42_
30_
for approximately 65 minutes_
Tem Brooks

adjourned

the executive session at 7:
06 p.
m_

Pro Tem Brooks called the
study session of the Fife City Council to
order at 7c 1 1 p.
m. with the following Couneilmembers present: Richard

Godwin, Butch Brooks, Barry Johnson, Rob Cerqui, Nancy de Booy, and

Kim Roscoe.

Excused absence: Councilmember Glcnn Hull_
Staff present.

City Manager Steve Worthington, Finance Director Steve
Marcotte, City Attorney Loren Combs, Police Chief Brad Blackburn, Public
Works Director Russ Blount, Parks, Recreation 8c
Community Services
Director Kurt Reuter, Administrative Assistant Andrea
Richards, Acting
Community Development Director Carl Durham, Financial Analyst Dave
DeGroot, and Recording Secretary Valerie Gow_
PLEDGE OF

Councilmember de Booy led the

ALLEGIANCE

CHANGES ADDITIONS

A discussion

on

2009

OR DELETIONS TO
THE AGENDA

spending

pledge

cuts was

of allegiance_

added to the

agenda_

STUDY SESSION
Economic Forecast

Summary

Director Marcotte reviewed the state's Economic and Revenue Forecast
Council March update of the November 2008
report. Some of the
information more relevant to Fife includes how this economic downturn is
different then previous recessions. Last
week, an article described the
elements of the current situation as a "panic."Director Marcotte said that
term hasn't been used in his career
spanning nearly 34 years. The issue is
what's different about this situation then other economic
of contraction

cycles
expansion. If it is accurate that there is a panic and it does trigger a
recession, one of the first questions to ask is whether the panic is ovcr_ Each
time the state updates the forecast, it's weaker. This last forecast is even
weaker_ One of the previous forecasts was that the state would be
impacted
less and recover sooner. That is no
longer true_ One of the other pieces that
is called out states, In
" the face of an economy in free fall,it is easy to miss
the early signs of a recovery"
and

Washington's

economy doesn't

necessarily

mirror the national economy.

r ire has its own

unique microeconomy_ It' important to remember that, as a
community that is heavily dependent upon auto sales. The state is
required to
produce an official forecast as well as a pessimistic and an optimistic forecast_
The Council points out that the financial crisis is
unprecedented and that
modeling and behavior patterns of the past don't necessarily apply anymore.
The pessimistic forecast
projects a 30%
probability while the optimistic
forecast predicts a 1 O%
The
probability_
optimistic forecast hinges entirely
on consumer confidence.
The key to both a national and state economic
recovery is a return to normalcy in the credit market, and a return of

con£
deuce _

The state economists believe the
as

that's where the

creating

baiilcing

sector holds the

occurred and what

key

to the recovery

triggered
lending appears to have stabilized_
declined rapidly_ Household net worth at the

the freeze in credit

the recession_ Interbank

Household
2008

panic

was

net

wox-th has

down 18%
From its Weak in late 2007_ Ctirisnm Pr
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Forecast Council and doesn't believe the Council's
November forecast was
accurate. The forecast is much too
optimistic. Since the forecast was
published there were indications housing had bottomed out. However,
April
reflected the worst housing month in the
of the

U.S. During a recent
history
Adam Smith indicated he's not
optimistic about the
recovery of banks and believes that most people do not realize the amount of
hidden and toxic assets that will be revealed
nationally. The U.S.is just
beginning to see a second round of issues. Business journals are writing
about false positives that occur at the bottom of a
recession. Although, there
are some
signs of improvement, many
are not
when

meeting, Congressman

people

projections

spending

reflect 10%
unemployment for the next 18 months.

Director Marcotte said as the
economy begins to recover, some of the
consumer demands
fueling peaks in recent years will not occur because of the
adverse impacts to individuals. This recession is a
will

play

out. It's not

a

generational event that
of when recovery will occur, but how far and
discussion about what used to be well held
truths,

question

in what way. There was a
which may no longer be valid.

Previously, it was believed high-end auto
relatively recession-proof. That is no longer true. The Forecast
Council relies on economic
modeling driven by past mathematical
correlations between something and some ultimate
outcome, which under the
current environment is
less
reliable
results
creating
sales

1st Quarter Report

were

Director Marcotte provided an update on the 2009 first
quarter financial
report for the City. Cash and investments as of March 31, 2009, include
18,
456
223, in the State Treasurer's Local Government Investment Pool
LGIP).The interest rate has dropped from 5.
5%
to 1.
03%.
The City has an
additional $250
7,
161, invested in Federal Home Loan Bank bonds with
interest rates varying between 2.
8%
and 3.
5%
and maturities ranging from
June 2009 through December 2010.
General Fund

revenues

very little

There has been

an

underperform.

tax has been

Councilmember Godwin
Sales tax

continue to

For the first of the year,
which
is normal. The City
collected,
tax to follow the same
peaks and payment patterns.
increase in the level of delinquency.

property
anticipates property

left the meeting.

is

tracking well below budget expectations. Monthly
collection for the first three months of the
year have averaged approximately
357,00 per month plus a quarterly sales tax mitigation payment of 137,
$
000.
Sales tax for January, February, and March reflect business
revenue

activity occurring
November, December, and January. There are also other contributing
factors, such as weather that had an impact. Projecting the first three months
through 2009, the City will experience $1.6 million below the budget
projection.
in
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Pro Tern Brooks said that within the
three natural disasters
involving floods,

Mayor

valley there is the potential for
earthquake, and Mt.Rainier. In those
instances, a high ground area for shelters is necessary. Along with
funding
issues and the potential for more
flooding and other disasters, it may be time
to meet with the other
jurisdictions to discuss options for jointly sponsoring
shelters.
Councilmember Cerqui said

some

cities

using

cell

phone text messaging
potential dangers. He suggested the City should consider
exploring similar options for Fife. City Manager Worthington affirmed it
would be a good option. He said he discussed a similar
option with staff of
having people who register for a recreation program visit the City's website,
or when
they pay their utility bill having the opportunity to add their contact
information to the City's emergency list.
to alert citizens of

are

Acting Director Durham said staff discussed options for the questionnaire and
including information on individuals who may be disadvantaged, on medical
treatment or have medical conditions,
bilingual, or other special information
to assist the City in notifications.
Police Chief Blackburn reported the Police
Department has a crime web
system for notification. Staff looked at the application and subscriber
information. Approximately 20%
of the email subscribers live outside the
City. One of the main lessons learned after an event, is what not to do.
Emergency events involve preparedness of response, recovery, and
mitigation. Recovery and mitigation needs to be accomplished before an
event. If mitigation is
successful, preparedness and response will be much
easier.

Councilmember Roscoe cautioned against
sending the message that the City
will automatically send an aid unit to all disabled
individuals. The City
shouldn't collect such information unless the
is
clear on what the
City

will

provide and is ready

City

provide the service. Police Chief Blackburn
shared that for citizens who are
receiving kidney dialysis or who use oxygen,
vendors serving those individuals
notify the City in case of a power outage.
to

The units

minute power backup. Notification assists the
typically have a 90in
the
event there is an
City
emergency to provide a generator or other
evacuation assistance. During the last
event, the City identified a specific
church to assist the City with patients with
needs.

special

Councilmember Roscoe asked about the status of the
empty emergency trailer
during the event. City Manager Worthington said the trailer was empty
because the Red Cross removed the
supplies and didn't inform the City or the
City of Orting. City staff discussed the issue with the Red Cross.

City Manager Worthington reported staff will continue working on
follow-up
actions and will contact the cities of
Edgewood and Milton and share
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used to fund the

pool HVAC improvements, but the Council shifted the
expense to Lodging Tax. He said he believes the shortfall of REET revenue
will not impact operational costs or the
City's capital program.
Director Marcotte responded to questions about the
percentage of the shortfall
with respect to the total budget in the General Fund.
are

approximately $14

Budgeted

million with

expenses

shortfall projected of 950,
$
000. He noted
the information provided to the Council for the reserve funds
beginning in
2009 does not include additional Tribal contributions to be received in 2009.
The budget shows that amount to increase the reserve accounts.
a

City Manager Worthington said currently, the best information available to
a $
950,000 shortfall between estimated expenses and estimated

the Council is

for the year. Some of that shortfall could be filled with some funds
from the reserve, which includes some Tribal funds or not
filling the gap with
the City Manager determining $950,000 in
A $
cuts.
budget
950,000 cut in
the budget would equal one City department.
revenue

Pro Tern Brooks added that the
budget also doesn't include the
transfer of $500,000 to the Street Fund from the General

Mayor

typical
Fund.

Councilmember Cerqui indicated he believes those funds were transferred
from the Utility Fund. City
Manager Worthington clarified that the transfer
was from sales tax
amounting to approximately 10%.
Pro Tem Brooks said if he believed the
budget shortfall would be a
one-time event, he would advocate for
absorbing the shortfall. However, the
economic forecast from the state indicates a best-case scenario of the
recession ending at the end of the year with some

Mayor

improvement occurring

after that. He said he could support
absorbing half of the shortfall with some
optimism that the situation will improve. He advocated for reductions to
account for the remaining half of the shortfall.

Mayor Johnson agreed especially in light of the expected recovery of auto
sales, which is not projected to begin improving until 2011. The City
shouldn't

a

Tribal funds for two years to backfill shortfalls. If the
problem, Council and staff need to address those issues now.
use

City

has

Councilmember

Cerqui asked about the long-term prognosis for the shortfall.
City Manager Worthington said he anticipates is issue to continue through
2009 and 2010. He reminded the Council that the
City has already made cuts
by not filling eight to ten positions amounting to $400,000. Significant cuts
would result in the reduction of staff. If the Council
provides funding for
500,000, he'll work on ways to reduce the remaining $450,000 shortfall,
likely through program reductions.
Mayor Johnson questioned the timing of the last installation payment from the
Tribe for pool improvements. Director Marcotte said he
anticipates receiving

